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Once upon a time in the land of Srants
Lived penguins with hats and penguins with pants
The penguins with pants lived in a pretty town
While the penguins with hats were not to be found
They lived in the forest of Malakaskrat
Under the rule of emperor Pratt
This powerful penguin had a daughter named Jill
Who lived on a shack on the top of a hill
The hats hate the pants but no one knows why
And they swore to fight till they day that they die.
The queen of the pants had a son named lance
Who would one day grow up to be the king of the pants.
One summer day while losing some fat
Lance jogged into Malakaskrat.
He saw a shack at the top of the hill
But he didn’t know it belonged to Jill
He went inside to rest from his run
He’s getting thirsty and hot from the sun
He met a penguin with long blonde hair
She was so beautiful he started to stare
They talked for hours
He gave her flowers
Lance said, "we should marry, I guess"
And Jill responded quickly "why, yes!"
And then one day they had a son
Who they named Elian
He wore both pants and hats all day
But the hats & pants hated him anyway
Then one day the clans came together
Because their houses were lost to horrible weather
Elian then walked onto the field
For all the penguins to see
That he was wearing both hats and pants
And that’s the way it should be.
The towns finally came together
To make peace after so long
The hats and the pants were finally friends
Because loving isn’t wrong.